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LUMPUR (Oct 3): Three-time F1 world champion Sebastian Vettel
will begin the year as the favourite for Formula One's drivers'

championship title, with a commanding points lead over arch rival
Lewis Hamilton. The German, who drives for Red Bull, leads

Hamilton by 24 points, while the Englishman's chances of
becoming F1's triple world champion could be a distant dream
given he trails the 2013 title winner by 52 points. The trio have

been given 12 months to fight it out in a contest that was announced
last month as the inaugural 'Arrow-Honda Super League'. The

14-race calendar is set to be announced in December. Vettel is in a
strong position because he is the only F1 driver able to keep up

with Mercedes at the moment, as the 2013 and 2014 championship-
winning car makers won five successive titles between them. The
German driver has six wins this year, with two coming from his
Red Bull team-mate Mark Webber and two more courtesy of the
second Mercedes. Jenson Button, who is fifth in the standings, is

the only other driver in the running to challenge Vettel. Alfa
Romeo's Spanish driver Sergio Perez, who was a reserve driver for
the Scuderia in 2014, is fourth in the standings.Q: Buffering images

cause JavaScript error I have a list of thumbnails I use for image
navigation. When you click a thumbnail, the image window is
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opened. On the other hand, if you left the image window open, it
will cause a JavaScript error that the image is unreachable. I have
disabled the caching on Chrome, tested in both private and public
browsers with the same results. How can I make sure that when I
open the image window, it loads immediately without causing a

JavaScript error? A: The issue is that opening the image in a new
tab, with the proper URL, is triggering an event handler for an

image (done in the iframe). This image is considered to be
unreachable, so when the parent window tries to access the image,

the error is thrown.
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